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Abstract: The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in a warming climate has been studied 9 

extensively, but the response beyond 2100 has received little attention. Here, using long-term 10 

model simulations we find that while ENSO variability exhibits diverse changes in the short term, 11 

there is a robust reduction in ENSO variability by 2300. Continued warming beyond 2100 12 

pushes sea surface temperature above the convective threshold over the eastern Pacific, causing 13 

collapsed mean equatorial upwelling with intensified deep convection. We show that the 14 

weakened thermocline feedback due to collapsed upwelling and increased thermal expansion 15 

coefficient, along with enhanced thermodynamic damping, are crucial to reducing ENSO 16 

amplitude under sustained warming. Our results suggest a threshold behavior in the tropical 17 

Pacific, where a convective atmosphere over the eastern equatorial Pacific causes dramatic shifts 18 

in ENSO variability. This threshold is not crossed under low emissions scenarios.  19 
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The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the dominant mode of interannual climate 20 

variability, characterized by large variations in sea surface temperature (SST) over the tropical 21 

Pacific. Potential future changes in ENSO variability due to greenhouse gas increase could have 22 

far-reaching impacts on extreme weather, ecosystems, and socioeconomic conditions around the 23 

world1,2. The projected ENSO SST response to global warming remains under debate. While 24 

early research based on Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) phases 3 and 5 25 

indicates a lack of consensus among climate models regarding the ENSO SST response to global 26 

warming3-6, some studies suggest an emerging consensus among models in CMIP6 for increased 27 

ENSO SST variability in the 21st century7-9. Complicating the matter are recent studies 28 

suggesting a reduction in ENSO SST variability under strong CO2 forcing (e.g., 4xCO2)10,11. 29 

These disagreements are likely linked to scenario differences, model generation7, and the mean 30 

warming patterns6. 31 

The projected change in ENSO SST amplitude is time-varying, with an increasing trend 32 

before 2040 and a decreasing trend thereafter12. This underscores the necessity to investigate 33 

ENSO responses across various stages of global warming. Most studies have so far focused on 34 

the transient ENSO responses in the 21st century or under idealized CO2 forcings. Nevertheless, 35 

how ENSO will respond to sustained high warming beyond the 21st century has received little 36 

attention. Under high emission scenarios (RCP8.5 and SSP585), global temperatures are 37 

expected to continue rising beyond 2100, with much greater warming magnitudes than in the 21st 38 

century. This potentially leads to distinct changes in ENSO variability, involving different 39 

physical mechanisms. A recent study10 shows a robust decrease in ENSO amplitude under global 40 

warming on millennial horizons, contrasting with the diverse ENSO responses in the 21st century. 41 

However, limited outputs available within the Long Run Model Intercomparison Project 42 

(LongRunMIP)13 hinder a rigorous examination of detailed air-sea processes, particularly the 43 

role of dynamic adjustments10. Several explanations—some mutually conflicting—have been 44 

proposed to explain the reduced ENSO variability, ranging from a longitudinal variation in the 45 

surface warming rate across the Indo-Pacific basin12 to enhanced thermodynamic 46 

damping10. Nevertheless, the key ocean-atmospheric processes causing the reduction in ENSO 47 

variability under sustained global warming remain unclear. 48 

The present study aims to gain insights for a more comprehensive understanding of the 49 

coupled dynamics of ENSO change under sustained global warming. Based on climate model 50 
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simulations extended to 2300, we find a consistent reduction in ENSO variability under high 51 

CO2 emissions during 2241-2290 when compared to the present-day climate. Our results 52 

highlight that collapsed upwelling and increased thermal expansion coefficient weaken the 53 

thermocline feedback, which, in conjunction with enhanced thermodynamic damping, are crucial 54 

to reducing ENSO SST variability under sustained warming. Importantly, we reveal that these 55 

dynamic and thermodynamic adjustments are closely linked to the transition of the equatorial 56 

cold tongue into a warm and convective mean state. 57 

Suppressed ENSO variability  58 

We analyze 16 available climate models with extension runs to 2299 or 2300 under high-59 

emission scenarios (RCP8.5 and SSP585) from CMIP5 and CMIP6. In these extension runs, 60 

anthropogenic radiative forcing continues to increase beyond 2100, reaching slightly above 12 61 

W/m2 in 2250 and subsequently leveling off14 (see details in Methods). The climate models 62 

reasonably simulate the present-day ENSO with large SST variance in the central and eastern 63 

Pacific Ocean as in observations (Fig. 1d). We investigate the ENSO response to substantial 64 

global warming by contrasting its monthly SSTA standard deviation (STD) in the present-day 65 

(1941-1990) with that of the 23rd century (2241-2290) in each climate model. 66 

Fifteen out of sixteen models see a robust decrease in Niño 3.4 SST variability during 2241-67 

2290 (Fig. 1a), statistically significant above the 95% confidence level from a bootstrap test 68 

(Extended Data Fig. 1a). The only exception is MPI-ESM-LR. As an earlier CMIP5 model, MPI-69 

ESM-LR shows limited skill in simulating present-day El Niño with two warming centers in the 70 

eastern and western Pacific, contrasting with other models (Extended Data Fig. 2). Hereafter, we 71 

exclude this model from further analysis. For the remaining 15 models, the multi-model 72 

ensemble (MME) mean decrease in Niño 3.4 amplitude is 41%±18%. Specifically, the ENSO 73 

amplitude initially undergoes a slight increase up to ~2020 (Fig. 1b) and then gradually decreases 74 

toward the current level in the early 2100s, with considerable inter-model differences (Extended 75 

Data Fig. 1b)12,15. Around 2120, the ENSO amplitude undergoes a rapid decrease, and by 2300, 76 

there is a consistent decrease in ENSO amplitude with high inter-model consensus (Figs. 1a and 77 

1b). The SST variance pattern over the tropical Pacific Ocean does not change much, which can 78 

be represented by the Nino 3.4 index (Figs. 1e and 1f). Note that our assessment of ENSO 79 

variability change employs monthly SST STD, with potential impacts from ENSO seasonality 80 
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change. The reduced ENSO amplitude is evident across almost all models when ENSO 81 

seasonality change is considered (Extended Data Fig. 3). The decreased ENSO variability on 82 

multi-century horizons is also evident in ACCESS-ESM1-5 large ensemble experiments: all the 83 

ensemble members project reduced ENSO variations during 2241-2290, with an ensemble mean 84 

decrease of ~16% (Extended Data Fig. 4a).   85 

We investigate the Time-of-Emergence (ToE) of the reduction in ENSO variability (see 86 

Methods). Our results reveal that a weakened ENSO variability would start to emerge above the 87 

background noise around the 2120s, with a median ToE of 2124 (interquartile range: 2059−2189). 88 

However, the ToE exhibits sizeable inter-model differences. Eight models projected reduced 89 

ENSO variability in the 21st century and five of them show weakened ENSO variability 90 

emerging above the background noise before 2100. This inter-model difference may be closely 91 

linked to model generation. Specifically, the ToE from CMIP5 models (median value: 2068) 92 

generally precedes that from CMIP6 models (median value: 2168) (Figs. 1b and 1c). This much 93 

earlier (later) ToE in CMIP5 (CMIP6) would lead to more (fewer) models exhibiting reduced 94 

ENSO variabilities in the 21st century. This systematic ToE difference seems related to the recent 95 

finding that more models project increased ENSO variability in the 21st century in CMIP6 than 96 

CMIP5 ensemble7-9. More research is needed to elucidate the underlying physical processes. 97 

Mean state changes 98 

The response of ENSO variability to global warming is closely linked to changes in the 99 

mean state4,16,17. In the current climate, the prevailing easterly winds in the equatorial Pacific 100 

Ocean shoal the thermocline and upwell cold water, forming the familiar equatorial “cold tongue” 101 

in SST. Consequently, deep convection in the eastern tropical Pacific is strongly suppressed, 102 

accompanied by strong trade winds (Fig. 2a) and intense upwelling. 103 

 All the sixteen climate models project an El Niño-like warming pattern during 2241-2290 104 

(Fig. 2e and Extended Data Fig. 1c), similar to that in the 21st century18,19 but with much larger 105 

amplitudes. Atmospheric convective instability in the eastern Pacific is measured by the local 106 

SST deviation from the tropical mean over 20°S–20°N6, which is taken as the convective 107 

threshold20. The MME relative SST in the eastern Pacific remains negative through the 21st 108 

century (Fig. 3a), indicating suppressed deep convection. However, the El Niño-like warming 109 

pattern causes the relative SST to increase and ultimately turn positive around the mid-22nd 110 
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century. In the eastern Pacific, when SST exceeds the convective threshold, deep convection 111 

develops (Figs. 2b and 3c). This causes gradual intrusion of rainfall and westerly wind anomalies 112 

into the eastern Pacific (Figs. 2b and 2d). The westerly wind changes effectively reduce the 113 

equatorial upwelling (Fig. 2d) and further warm up the upper ocean in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 114 

3g), forming a positive feedback. Consequently, there is a notable reduction in the trade winds 115 

and mean equatorial upwelling during 2241-2290 (Fig. 3f). The strongly relaxed trade winds 116 

cause the background upwelling to weaken by a factor of four in the central equatorial Pacific 117 

(Fig. 2d), a change large enough to be called a collapse. Notably, even under sustained warming, 118 

the trade winds and upwelling do not vanish entirely (Fig. 3f) due to the meridional advection of 119 

easterly momentum to the equator during much of the year by the climatological cross-equatorial 120 

winds (Extended Data Fig. 1d)21. These mean state changes lead to drastic shifts in the eastern 121 

tropical Pacific from a dynamic perspective: the cold tongue with its suppressed convection 122 

transitions to a basin-wide warm and convective state with distinct air-sea interactions. The 123 

strong ocean warming and collapsed upwelling at the equator weaken ENSO variability as 124 

shown below.  125 

Physical mechanisms 126 

To investigate physical processes underlying the robust reduction in ENSO variability, we 127 

quantify the relative importance of each dynamical and thermodynamic feedback for the change 128 

between the present day (1941-1990) and future (2241-2290). Here we mainly focus on ten 129 

models that produce positive Niño3 skewness as observed (Methods; Supplementary Table 1). 130 

The thermocline (TH) feedback dominates the present-day ENSO (Fig. 4a), consistent with 131 

observations22,23.  The reduced ENSO variability during 2241-2290 is primarily due to the 132 

reduced thermocline feedback and enhanced thermodynamic damping (TD) (Fig. 4c) with high 133 

inter-model consistency (Extended Data Fig. 5).   134 

Thermocline feedback refers to the effect of thermocline displacements on SST variability 135 

in the presence of background upwelling. Various definitions of the thermocline can lead to 136 

different, sometimes mutually contradicting, conclusions regarding changes in thermocline 137 

depth10,24,25 and ENSO feedbacks in a warming climate. We sidestep this issue and use sea level 138 

anomaly (SLA) instead to evaluate the thermocline feedback across different time periods in 139 

model projections. The SLA is equivalent to vertically integrated subsurface temperature 140 
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disturbances due mostly to thermocline displacements and its zonal gradient is nearly in balance 141 

with the zonal wind on the interannual timescales. The weakened thermocline feedback is 142 

dominated by the mean upwelling term (w) and the subsurface temperature response term (αh) 143 

(Fig. 4d). Regarding the former, the strong El Niño-like warming pattern during 2241-2290 leads 144 

to a substantially weakened equatorial upwelling, which limits the vertical advection of 145 

subsurface temperature anomalies into the surface layer and thus reduces the SST response to 146 

thermocline displacements. Indeed, models with a larger reduction in the mean trade winds 147 

feature a stronger reduction in ENSO variability (Fig. 2f), with an inter-model correlation of -148 

0.61, statistically significant above the 95% confidence level. This supports that the reduced 149 

ENSO variability during 2241-2290 is closely linked to the weakened mean equatorial upwelling. 150 

Equally important for the thermocline feedback change is the robust decrease in the eastern 151 

Pacific subsurface temperature sensitivity to a given SLA (or αh) in a warming climate (Figs. 4c 152 

and 5) as the thermal expansion coefficient (α) of water increases with temperature26, from 153 

2.1x10-4 at present to 2.7x10-4 °C-1 in 2300 (Extended Data Figs. 6b). There is a tendency for 154 

models that with larger α increase to generate a greater reduction in ENSO variability, and vice 155 

versa, and this relationship is statistically significant above the 95% confidence level (Extended 156 

Data Fig. 6a). Specifically, the zonal momentum balance dictates that the SLA tilt response to 157 

wind stress anomalies (βh) changes little (Fig. 4d), but with a larger thermal expansion 158 

coefficient in a warming ocean, the same SLA (or steric height) corresponds to a smaller 159 

subsurface temperature anomaly (Extended Data Fig. 6d), leading to a reduction in αh in the 23rd 160 

century (Fig. 4d). Indeed, subsurface temperature responses to a given SLA of an El Niño during 161 

2241-2290 are notably smaller than at present (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Fig. 6c). Together, the 162 

collapsed mean upwelling and the increased thermal expansion coefficient weaken the 163 

thermocline feedback in a warmer climate, leading to a substantial decrease in ENSO SST 164 

variability. 165 

The enhanced thermodynamic damping (TD) is another important mechanism for inhibiting 166 

ENSO variability (Fig. 4c)10. SST variability in the eastern Pacific is associated with more heat 167 

loss to the atmosphere during 2241-2290 than 1941-1990, primarily due to stronger damping 168 

effects of shortwave radiation and latent heat flux (Fig. 4e and Extended Data Fig. 7). These heat 169 

flux changes are due to the background El Niño-like warming pattern under sustained global 170 
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warming: the faster central-eastern Pacific warming pushes the background SST above the 171 

convective threshold. Consequently, relatively small central and eastern Pacific SST anomalies 172 

during 2241-2290 lead to large deep convection and rainfall anomalies6,27. For El Niño events 173 

during 2241-2290, the increased convective response to central and eastern Pacific SST warming 174 

strongly reduces downward shortwave radiation and cools SST there (Extended Data Figs. 7c 175 

and 7d). Moreover, saturation vapor pressure increases with temperature (the Clausius-Clapeyron 176 

equation), and so does the evaporative damping for ENSO (Extended Data Figs. 7b).  177 

In the present-day climate, the thermocline feedback in models with negative Niño3 178 

skewness is only ~30% of that in models with positive skewness (Extended Data Fig. 8d) and 179 

observations12. Consequently, the change in thermocline feedback is also smaller in these models 180 

with negative skewness, where the reduced ENSO amplitude primarily results from the enhanced 181 

thermodynamic damping (Extended Data Fig. 8f). This highlights the need for realistic 182 

simulation of nonlinear ENSO processes.  183 

A threshold behavior for rapid reduction in ENSO variability  184 

Both the weakened thermocline feedback and enhanced thermodynamic damping are 185 

intricately connected to the transition of the eastern Pacific from a cold, non-convective state to a 186 

warm, convective state. Consequently, in relative SST space, ENSO variance drops precipitously 187 

when the eastern Pacific enters a convective state (Fig. 3b). ENSO dynamics also undergo drastic 188 

changes, from a thermocline feedback dominant regime at present to an Ekman feedback 189 

dominant regime during 2241-2290 (Figs. 4a, b). Therefore, we suggest that the convective 190 

threshold, as represented by relative SST and precipitation in the cold tongue region, is a 191 

potential key point at which ENSO and equatorial Pacific climate undergo dramatic shifts. The 192 

following comparison with more moderate warming scenarios corroborates such a convective 193 

threshold behavior.  194 

The first example is diverse projected changes in the 21st century: CMIP3 and CMIP5 195 

models disagree on the sign of projected ENSO change3-6 but recent studies suggest an inter-196 

model consensus on increased ENSO SST variability among CMIP6 models7-9. Beyond the 21st 197 

century, both the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles consistently project a substantial reduction in 198 

ENSO SST amplitude under SSP585/RCP8.5.  While anthropogenic warming in the 21st-century 199 

results in a weakening of mean equatorial upwelling and a warming of the eastern Pacific upper 200 
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ocean, the magnitudes of these changes are relatively small (Figs. 3f and 3g). The resulting 201 

ENSO variability reduction might counteract other ENSO-amplifying effects such as increased 202 

air-sea coupling7, or it could be too subtle to distinguish from the sizeable ensemble spread 203 

originating from inter-model differences or internal variability. This leads to diverse ENSO 204 

responses among different models in the 21st century in a combined CMIP5-CMIP6 ensemble 205 

(Extended Data Fig. 1b). However, beyond the 21st century, the eastern Pacific mean SST 206 

continues to rise and exceeds the convective threshold (Fig. 3a). The resultant reduced 207 

thermocline feedback and enhanced thermodynamic damping dominate over other processes, 208 

ultimately leading to a robust decrease in ENSO amplitude in the 23rd century.  209 

Another example is the distinct ENSO responses under moderate warming scenarios. We 210 

compare extension runs under SSP126/RCP2.6 and SSP245/RCP4.5 (see details in Methods). 211 

There is a lack of inter-model consensus on changes in ENSO SST variability by 2300 under 212 

either the SSP126/RCP2.6 (Extended Data Figs. 4b and 9a) or SSP245/RCP4.5 (Extended Data 213 

Fig. 10a) scenario. These results indicate that the ENSO variance change beyond the 21st century 214 

is scenario-dependent: the robust reduction in ENSO amplitude is only apparent in high CO2 215 

emission scenarios. The MME-mean relative SST in the eastern Pacific under low emission 216 

scenarios remains negative through the 23rd century (Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 10c), 217 

indicating continued suppression of convective activity in the eastern Pacific. This implies that 218 

the limited warming under SSP126/RCP2.6 or SSP245/RCP4.5 is generally insufficient to 219 

trigger the convective threshold behavior, preventing a dramatic shift in the eastern Pacific mean 220 

state. The deep convection in the eastern Pacific is still suppressed during 2241-2290 (Extended 221 

Data Figs. 9b, and 10b), together with persistent easterly trade winds (Fig. 3e and Extended Data 222 

Fig. 10d). These moderate mean-state perturbations lead to small changes in equatorial mean 223 

upwelling (Fig. 3f) and upper ocean temperature (Fig. 3h), with relatively small impacts on the 224 

ocean-atmosphere coupling processes (Extended Data Fig. 9d). Consequently, the resultant 225 

ENSO changes fail to surpass other factors, such as inter-model differences or internal variability. 226 

This leads to divergent projections of ENSO amplitude changes under low-emission scenarios.  227 

Discussion 228 

  Diverse changes in ENSO amplitude were projected among CMIP3 and CMIP53-6 models, 229 

although a tendency for increased ENSO variability in the 21st century emerged in CMIP6 230 
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models7-9. We show a robust decrease in ENSO SST variation under sustained large global 231 

warming in the 23rd century10,12. The ocean-atmospheric processes that contribute to this ENSO 232 

variance reduction are summarized in Fig. 6. As the eastern Pacific Ocean surpasses the 233 

convective threshold under sustained global warming, it transitions from low SSTs with 234 

suppressed convection in present climate to a basin-wide warm and convective state, 235 

accompanied by collapsed equatorial upwelling. This change, together with the increased 236 

thermal expansion coefficient, efficiently weakens the thermocline feedback. Furthermore, a 237 

convective eastern Pacific strongly enhances the thermodynamic damping: Relatively small SST 238 

anomalies in the eastern Pacific during El Niño events in the 23rd century lead to large 239 

convective rainfall anomalies, causing a strong reduction in downward shortwave radiation and 240 

cooling SST. Thus, both the dynamic and thermodynamic adjustments, which are closely linked 241 

to mean state shifts to a convective eastern Pacific, act to reduce ENSO amplitude under 242 

sustained warming. These results highlight dramatical shifts in ENSO variability and equatorial 243 

Pacific climate cross the convective threshold. Only substantial warming under high emission 244 

scenarios beyond the 21st century can raise eastern Pacific SST above the convective threshold. 245 

This explains why the projected decrease in ENSO variability does not emerge in the 21st century 246 

or under low-emission scenarios (e.g., SSP126 or SSP245). These results could provide insights 247 

for a more comprehensive understanding of ENSO dynamics toward more reliable projections of 248 

ENSO change in warming climate.  249 
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 264 

Fig. 1 | ENSO amplitude changes under sustained global warming. (a) The difference in Niño 265 

3.4 SST standard deviation (STD; °C) between the 23rd (2241-2290) and 20th (1941-1990) 266 

centuries under the SSP585/RCP8.5 scenario. (b) The 50-year running mean ENSO amplitude 267 

change (°C) relative to 1850-1900 under SSP585/RCP8.5. The red line represents the MME 268 

mean and the color shadings indicate one inter-member standard deviation; grey (blue) lines 269 

indicate individual model from CMIP5 (CMIP6), respectively; the x-axis represents the ending 270 

year of each 50-year time window. (c) ToE of the reduced ENSO variability (grey bars); black 271 

bar indicates the median value and the error bar represents the interquartile range (n=15). The 272 

SST STD for (d) present-day (1941-1990), (e) future (2241-2290) period, and (f) their difference. 273 

The stippling indicates a significant difference at the 95% confidence level from the bootstrap 274 

test. 275 
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276 
Fig. 2 | Mean state changes in the tropical Pacific. (Left panels) Annual mean SST (°C, color 277 

shading), rainfall (contours with an interval of 3 mm/day), and wind stress (N/m2, vectors) for (a) 278 

present-day (1941-1990), (c) future (2241-2290) and (e) their difference (future minus present-279 

day). Longitude–time evolution at the equator of (b) rainfall (mm/day, color shading), and zonal 280 

SST gradient for  each grid point (Here we computed 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑇/𝑑𝑥  at each grid box along the 281 

equator; contours with an interval of 0.005 °C/°, positive in black, and negative in grey; negative 282 

values indicate cooler temperatures in the east); (d) mean equatorial upwelling at 60 m derived 283 

from the models with direct vertical velocity outputs (w; 10-5 m/s, color shading; see methods) 284 

and zonal wind stress (Taux; contours with an interval of 0.01 N/m2; positive in black and 285 

negative in gray), all meridionally averaged in 2°S–2°N. (f) Scatter plots of Niño 3.4 averaged 286 

∆Taux (10-2N/m2, vectors) and SST STD changes from SSP585/RCP8.5 extended simulations.   287 
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 288 

Fig. 3 | Eastern equatorial Pacific mean state changes.  (a) The 50-year running mean relative 289 

SST (°C; defined as deviation from the tropical mean over 20°S–20°N) averaged over the eastern 290 

Pacific (EP) region (170°W–90°W, 5°S–5°N) from the historical (black), SSP585/RCP8.5 (red) 291 

and SSP126/RCP2.6 (blue) simulations. (b) Relationship between EP relative SST (°C) and the 292 
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Niño 3.4 STD change during 1850-2300 from historical and SSP585/RCP8.5 runs; the triangle 293 

represents the relative SST in 2100. The dashed blue (black) line indicates the EP relative SST in 294 

the 23rd century under the SSP126/RCP2.6 (SSP245/RCP4.5) scenario. (c), (d) Same as (a) but 295 

for EP rainfall changes and zonal SST gradient, respectively. Here zonal SST gradient change is 296 

defined as the SST change difference (°C) between the eastern (120°W-170°W, 5°S–5°N) and 297 

western (150°E-170°W, 5°S–5°N) boxes, with positive values indicating an El Niño-like 298 

warming pattern. The evolution of (e) Taux (10-2 N/m2), (f) mean upwelling (10-6 m/s, derived 299 

from models with direct vertical velocity outputs; see methods), and ocean temperature (color 300 

shading) with the 14°C isotherm (black line) under (g) SSP585/RCP8.5 and (h) SSP126/RCP2.6 301 

in the eastern equatorial Pacific (EEP, 170°W–90°W, 2°S–2°N). The colored shadings 302 

superimposed indicate the spread of one standard deviation among inter-members. The x-axis 303 

indicates the ending year of each 50-year time window. 304 

  305 
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306 
Fig. 4 | ENSO-related air-sea feedback changes.  The MME (n=10) ENSO-related air-sea 307 

feedbacks (yr-1) (bars; see Methods) in the eastern Pacific (5°S–5°N, 90°W–170°W) for (a) the 308 

present-day (1941-1990), (b) future (2241-2290), and (c) their difference. TH, EK, ZAF, TD, and 309 

DD represent the thermocline feedback, Ekman feedback, zonal advective feedback, 310 

thermodynamic damping, and dynamic damping, respectively. (d) The contribution of mean 311 

upwelling (w), the subsurface temperature response to SLA (Kelvin waves) (ah) in the eastern 312 

Pacific Ocean, the zonal SLA slope response to anomalous equatorial wind forcing (βh), and the 313 

equatorial wind response to eastern SSTA forcing (µa) in reducing the TH feedback, respectively. 314 

(e) The relative importance of each heat flux component in modulating the TD feedback, which  315 

is represented by the regression coefficient of the heat flux (W/m²) with respect to Niño 3.4 SST 316 

(°C) anomalies. (f) The contributions of vertical stratification (dT/dz), upwelling response to 317 

anomalous equatorial wind forcing (βw), and μa in enhancing the EK feedback. The dots indicate 318 

results from the ten individual models with positive Niño 3 skewness (see Methods). 319 
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 320 

Fig. 5 | Changes in subsurface temperature anomalies due to the increased thermal 321 

expansion coefficient.  Regression of ocean temperature (°C) anomalies onto EP (90°W–170°W, 322 

5°S–5°N) SLA variability (mm) for (a) present day (1941-1990), (b) future (2241-2290), and (c) 323 

their difference. Contour lines in (c) denote the present-day regression coefficient (at 0.1°C/mm 324 

intervals; positive in black and negative in grey). All these results are derived from the ten 325 

models exhibiting positive Niño 3 skewness (see Methods). The stippling denotes differences 326 

that are significant at the 95% confidence level from the bootstrap test.  327 
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328 
Fig. 6 | Schematic diagram for the reduced ENSO variability under sustained global 329 

warming. Blue (red) color represents the physical processes that inhibit (amplify) ENSO 330 

variability. The size of the circles indicates the strength of their influence on ENSO variability.  331 

Sustained greenhouse warming induces an El Nino-like warming and pushes eastern Pacific SST 332 

beyond the convective threshold. On the one hand, this induces the collapse of equatorial mean 333 

upwelling, and the strong upper ocean warming with increased thermal expansion coefficient. 334 

These mean state changes largely reduce the thermocline (TH) feedback during 2241-2290. On 335 

the other hand, the convective eastern Pacific mean state strongly enhances the thermodynamic 336 

damping. During 2241-2300, relatively small SST warming perturbations of ENSO could induce 337 

large rainfall responses, which reduces downward shortwave radiation (deep convective cloud 338 

feedback) and cools SST there. Evaporative damping also enhances due to strong background 339 

SST warming. Taken together, the reduced TH feedback and enhanced thermodynamic damping 340 

work together and efficiently reduce ENSO variability. Despite the enhanced Ekman (EK) 341 

feedback due to increased vertical stratification amplifying ENSO variation, its contribution is 342 

relatively small. Consequently, we find a net decrease in ENSO variability under sustained 343 

warming.    344 
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Methods 410 

CMIP5 and CMIP6 models 411 

We analyze 16 climate models with extended simulations to 2299 or 2300 from CMIP5 and 412 

CMIP6 based on data availability: the historical runs for the period 1850-2005 (1850-2014), 413 

RCP8.5 (SSP585) scenario runs for the period 2006-2300 (2015-2300) from 8 (8) CMIP5 414 

(CMIP6) models. For the extension of RCP8.5/SSP585, anthropogenic radiative forcing 415 

continues to increase beyond the year 2100, reaching a level slightly above 12 W/m2 by 2250, 416 

after which it stabilizes and maintains a consistent value14,28. This facilitates the multi-model 417 

analyses of ENSO changes under long-term anthropogenic warming. We subtract a 10-year 418 

running mean to remove decadal and longer variability in each variable to investigate ENSO 419 

variability. We choose 50 years in the twentieth (1941–1990) and twenty-third (2241–2290) 420 

centuries to represent present-day and future climates, respectively. The ENSO variation is 421 

represented by the monthly STD of the Niño 3.4 index during these two periods. To reveal the 422 

time variation of ENSO amplitude, we compute the running 50-year STD of the Niño 3.4 index 423 

for each model. We also analyze 14 (9) climate model outputs under SSP126/RCP2.6 424 

(SSP245/RCP4.5) based on data availability to assess the long-term ENSO response under 425 

different emission scenarios. Under the RCP2.6/SSP126 extension scenario, radiative forcing 426 

reaches 2.6 W/m2 in 2100 and then slowly declines, stabilizing at around 2.0 W/m2 beyond 2200. 427 

For RCP4.5, radiative forcing is held constant at 2100 levels of around 4.5 W/m2 beyond 428 

210014,28. For each model, only one member-run (r1i1p1 or r1i1p2) is analyzed in this study. We 429 

also analyze the outputs from ACCESS-ESM1-5 large ensembles with extended simulations to 430 

2300 and compare them with the above climate outputs. Each of the ten members is integrated 431 

forward under the historical (1850-2014) and future emission scenarios (SSP585 and SSP126 for 432 

2015-2300) with different initial conditions.  433 

Ocean-atmosphere feedbacks 434 

ENSO variations in the eastern equatorial Pacific are controlled by a series of positive and 435 

negative ocean-atmosphere feedbacks. Based on a heat budget analysis, the growth rate of ENSO 436 

SST anomalies can be cast as29  437 
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here we are mainly focused on the changes in each ocean-atmosphere feedback term under long-439 

term global warming. The terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) represent thermocline 440 

feedback (TH), Ekman feedback (EK), zonal advective feedback (ZA), thermodynamic damping 441 

(TD), and dynamic damping (DD), respectively. T and Hm represent mixed layer temperature and 442 

depth, where Hm is 50 m in this study. u and v indicate the mixed layer zonal and meridional 443 

velocities, respectively. w is the vertical velocity around the base of the mixed layer (60 m). The 444 

symbol ⟨.⟩ denotes the volume average in the eastern Pacific region (90°W –170°W, 5°S–5°N), 445 

and the overbar represents the monthly climatological mean value. µa is the equatorial (130°E –446 

90°W, 5°S–5°N) wind response to eastern Pacific SSTA forcing. βu, βw, and βh represent the 447 

responses of central equatorial (160°E –150°W, 5°S–5°N) zonal currents, eastern Pacific 448 

upwelling, and zonal SLA slope to anomalous equatorial wind forcing, respectively. ah describes 449 

the subsurface (80 m) temperature response to SLA (Kelvin waves) in the eastern Pacific Ocean. 450 

All these responses are estimated from linear regression between different variables. The 451 

function H(x), also known as the Heaviside step function, is used to account for only the vertical 452 

advection upstream. Lx and Ly are the zonal and meridional extent of the eastern equatorial box, 453 

and y is the distance from the equator.  454 

Prior to the diagnostic analysis, we first calculate the Niño 3 SST skewness to assess the 455 

model’s capability to simulate realistic ENSO nonlinearity and feedbacks8,30,31. It should be 456 

noted that we utilize monthly rather than seasonal-mean November-January (NDJ) anomalies at 457 

the peak of ENSO for the skewness calculation, resulting in relatively small skewness values in 458 

our study. Four out of the sixteen models simulate negative Niño 3 skewness, contrasting with 459 

observations. For instance, the ACCESS-ESM1-5 and its large ensemble experiments display 460 

strong negative Niño 3 skewness, suggesting the limited capabilities of this model in simulating 461 

ENSO nonlinearity and feedbacks. The remaining models successfully simulate positive Niño 3 462 

skewness, aligning with observations. Six models provide direct outputs of vertical velocity 463 

(Supplementary Table 1). For the other models, we indirectly calculate the vertical velocity using 464 

upward ocean mass transport. However, due to the absence of both vertical velocity and vertical 465 

mass transport output, the GISS-E2-H model was excluded from the diagnostic analysis. 466 

Consequently, we diagnose ENSO feedbacks from ten (four) models (Supplementary Table 1) 467 

with positive (negative) skewness in this study.   468 

Impacts of thermal expansion coefficient 469 
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The thermal expansion coefficient is defined as32 470 

𝛼 = − 7
8
*8
*9
5 	:,<                                          (2) 471 

where ρ is the density, θ is the potential temperature, S is the salinity, and p is the pressure. Here 472 

we calculate the thermal expansion coefficient ( 𝛼 ) using the Gibbs Sea Water (GSW) 473 

Oceanographic Toolbox based on the International Thermodynamic Equation of Seawater—2010 474 

(TEOS-10)32.  475 

The subsurface temperature anomaly response to a given SLA (or steric height) anomaly 476 

could be influenced by the thermal expansion coefficient changes. To evaluate the impacts of the 477 

thermal expansion coefficient changes, we initially compute steric height anomalies using ocean 478 

temperature and salinity data during 1850-1860. Subsequently, we maintain the salinity and 479 

interannual ocean temperature anomalies at their 1850-1860 values, introducing only the 480 

background ocean temperature with a 10-year sliding average from 1850 to 2300. We then 481 

calculate the steric height and the resultant regression coefficient between subsurface 482 

temperature (upper 500 m) and steric height over a 10-year moving window (Extended Data Fig. 483 

6d). This approach ensures that any changes in the regression coefficient are the results of the 484 

background ocean temperature and thus thermal expansion coefficient changes. 485 

ToE of reduced ENSO SST variability 486 

We employ a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) method to quantify the time of emergence (ToE) 487 

of ENSO SST variability changes33. First, we calculate the monthly SST anomalies by 488 

subtracting the climatological monthly value for each model. Then we filter out low-frequency 489 

signals longer than 10 years and calculate the ENSO amplitude change over a 50-year moving 490 

window, with a one-year shift forward starting from 1850 to 2300. This results in an evolution of 491 

50-year running variability from 1900 to 2300, with the ending year of each 50-year time 492 

window being recorded. The unforced internal variability in ENSO SST variation, defined as the 493 

standard deviation of the 50-year ENSO amplitude change based on the last 500 years of the 494 

piControl run, is considered the background noise. We then calculate future changes in ENSO 495 

SST variability by subtracting the present-day (1941-1990) ENSO variation, which we refer to as 496 

the signal. We define the ToE of reduced ENSO SST variability as the year when the SNR of the 497 

Niño 3.4 index falls below a threshold (-1.0) and remains below the threshold (SNR<-1) 498 

thereafter. The ToE is recorded as the last year of the sliding window of emergence. It should be 499 
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noted that the ToE of the HadGEM2-ES and MRI-ESM2-0 models exceeds 2300 and thus cannot 500 

be evaluated with the available data. For simplicity and to minimize its impact on the results, we 501 

assign a ToE value of 2300 to these two models when calculating the median value of ToE. 502 

Importantly, such an assignment does not impact the final median and interquartile range of the 503 

ToE presented in this study.  504 

Bootstrap test  505 

We test the significance of our results with the bootstrap test34. To examine whether the 506 

multi-model mean decrease in ENSO variation is statistically significant, we average 16 507 

randomly resampled models from all the 16 climate models used in this study, allowing for the 508 

possibility of selecting the same model multiple times. This process is repeated 10,000 times to 509 

calculate mean and standard deviation values for both the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. If 510 

the difference in mean values between the two periods is greater than the sum of the standard 511 

deviation values, the change is considered statistically significant at the 95% confidence level 22. 512 

Data availability 513 

All data supporting the findings of this study are openly available. The CMIP6 data can be found 514 

at https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/search/cmip6-dkrz/. The CMIP5 data can be found at https://esgf-515 

node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/.  516 

Code availability 517 

The code is publicly available at https://zenodo.org/records/11416550 (ref. 35).  518 
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538 
Extended Data Fig. 1 | The projected ENSO variability and mean state changes. (a) 539 

Histograms of 10,000 realizations of the Bootstrap method for Niño 3.4 SST STD (°C) in the 540 

20th century (1941-1990, blue) and 23rd century (2241-2290, red). The blue and red lines indicate 541 

the mean values of the 10,000 realizations for each period. The grey shaded areas correspond to 542 

the respective one STD of the 10,000 realizations (see Method). (b) The difference in standard 543 

deviation (STD; °C) of Niño 3.4 SST anomalies between the 21st-century SSP585/RCP8.5 544 

scenario period (2041-2090) and the historical reference period (1941-1990). (c) The difference 545 

in equatorial Pacific zonal SST gradient between the 23rd (2241-2290) and 20th (1941-1990) 546 

centuries under the SSP585/RCP8.5 scenario. Here, zonal SST gradient change is defined as the 547 

SST change difference between the eastern (120°W-170°W, 5°S–5°N) and western (150°E-548 

170°W, 5°S–5°N) boxes, with positive values indicating an El Niño-like warming pattern. (d) 549 

Latitude-time Hovmöller diagrams of the eastern Pacific (90°W-170°W) zonal mean monthly 550 

climatological wind (vectors; m/s) and the −𝑣 *.
*4

 term (color shading; m/s2) during 2241-2290.  551 
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 552 

Extended Data Fig. 2 | The ENSO simulations in the 16 climate models. The simulated 553 
spatial pattern of present-day (1941-1990) SSTA STD (°C, color shading) from the 15 climate 554 
models used in this study.  555 
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 556 

Extended Data Fig. 3 | The simulated seasonal cycle of ENSO amplitude. The simulated 557 

seasonal cycle of the Niño 3.4 SSTA STD from the 15 models with reduced ENSO variability 558 

during the historical period (1941-1990) (blue line) and the 23rd-century (2241-2290) (red line) 559 

under the SSP585/RCP8.5 scenario.  560 
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 561 

Extended Data Fig. 4 | Time variation of simulated ENSO amplitude from ACCESS-ESM1-562 

5 large ensembles.  The running 50-year ENSO amplitude change (°C) from ACCESS-ESM1-5 563 

large ensembles during the historical period and under the (a) SSP585 and (b) SSP126 emission 564 

scenarios. The ACCESS-ESM1-5 ensemble mean is shown as the thick red curve.  565 
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 566 

Extended Data Fig. 5 | ENSO-related air-sea feedback changes for each model.  The strength 567 

of ENSO-related air-sea feedback changes (yr-1) (see Methods) in the eastern Pacific (5°S–5°N, 568 

90°W–170°W) from each of the ten models with a positive Niño 3 skewness. TH, EK, ZAF, and 569 

TD represent thermocline feedback, Ekman feedback, zonal advective feedback, and 570 

thermodynamic damping, respectively. The CNRM-CM5, CCSM4, and GISS-E2-R belong to 571 

CMIP5, while the rest are from CMIP6.   572 
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 573 

Extended Data Fig. 6 | Impacts of thermal expansion coefficient changes. (a) Scatter plots of 574 

eastern Pacific (5°S–5°N, 90°W–170°W) averaged thermal expansion coefficient changes (Δα, 575 

10-4°C-1) and Niño 3.4 SST STD changes from SSP585/RCP8.5 extended simulations. The 576 

running 10-year upper 500 m averaged (b) α (10-4°C-1) from the historical and SSP585/RCP8.5 577 

outputs. (c) Regression of upper 500 m ocean temperature (°C) against steric height (SH, mm) 578 

anomalies averaged in the eastern Pacific Ocean from CMIP6 models. (d) The impacts of Δα on 579 

the regression of upper 500 m ocean temperature against SH anomalies (see Methods). The 580 

MME is shown as the thick red curve and the color shadings indicate one inter-member standard 581 

deviation (n=10) above and below the MME. The regression coefficient is calculated over a 10-582 

year moving window, with a one-year shift forward starting from 1850 to 2300. The results in 583 

(b)-(d) are derived from the ten models exhibiting positive Niño 3 skewness (see Methods).  584 
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 585 

Extended Data Fig. 7 | Thermodynamic response changes to Niño 3.4 SST variability.  586 

Projected changes in (a) Qnet (W/m2), (b) latent heat flux (W/m2), (c) shortwave radiation 587 

(W/m2), and (d) rainfall (mm/day) response to Niño 3.4 SST anomalies under SSP585 during 588 

2241-2290 relative to the present-day (1941-1990).  These responses are estimated using linear 589 

regression between variables and Niño 3.4 SST anomalies from the ten climate models with 590 

positive Niño 3 skewness. The stippled areas denote signals that are significant at the 95% 591 

confidence level from the bootstrap test.  592 
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 593 

Extended Data Fig. 8 | ENSO-related air-sea feedback changes among models with positive 594 

and negative Niño 3 skewness.  The MME (bars) ENSO-related air-sea feedback (yr-1) in the 595 

eastern Pacific (5°S–5°N, 90°W–170°W) during the present-day (1941-1990) (left panels), future 596 

(2241-2290) (middle panels), and their difference (right panels) across models with positive 597 

(upper panels; n=10) and negative (lower panels; n=4) Niño 3 skewness (see methods). The dots 598 

indicate individual model results. 599 
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 600 
Extended Data Fig. 9 | ENSO variation changes under SSP126/RCP2.6.  (a) The MME (thick 601 

red curve) running 50-year ENSO variation change (°C) from the historical and SSP126/RCP2.6 602 

outputs; the color shadings indicate one inter-member standard deviation above and below the 603 

MME (n=14; Supplementary Table 1). (b) Future (2241-2290) mean state relative SST (°C, color 604 

shading), rainfall (contours with an interval of 3 mm/day; positive in green), and wind stress 605 

(N/m2, vectors) under SSP126/RCP2.6. (c) The Hovmöller diagram of the equatorial mean 606 

upwelling at 60 m (w; 10-5 m/s, color shading; derived from models with direct vertical velocity 607 

outputs), and the zonal wind stress (contours with an interval of 0.01 N/m2; positive in black and 608 

negative in gray). (d) The MME ENSO-related air-sea feedbacks (yr-1) during 2241-2290 under 609 

SSP126/RCP2.6 (red bars) from seven climate models (Supplementary Table 1), along with the 610 

differences between these air-sea feedbacks and their present-day counterparts (blue bars); The 611 

dots indicate individual model results.  612 
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 613 

Extended Data Fig. 10 | ENSO amplitude changes under SSP245/RCP4.5.  (a) The running 614 

50-year ENSO variation change (°C) from the historical and SSP245/RCP4.5 outputs.  (b) Future 615 

(2241-2290) annual mean relative SST (°C, color shading), rainfall (contours with an interval of 616 

3 mm/day; positive in green), and wind stress (N/m2, vectors) under SSP245/RCP4.5. The 617 

running 50-year EP (c) relative SST (°C) and (d) zonal wind stress (10-2 N/m2) from the historical 618 

and SSP245/RCP4.5 outputs. The MME is shown as the thick curve, and the color shadings 619 

indicate one inter-member standard deviation above and below the MME (n=7; Supplementary 620 

Table 1).   621 


